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Glossary

Glossary
Abbreviation or term

Expansion or definition

AWS

Amazon Web Services, the secure data storage and hosting (IaaS)
provider used by OpenGov

Bound contracted
service provider

Per the IP Act 2009, Redman Solutions is “bound” to comply with the IPPs
for the scope and duration of its services to ICC

CCC

Crime and Corruption Commission Queensland

CIO

Chief Information Officer

Contracted service
provider

Redman Solutions

Council

Ipswich City Council

DGAG

Data Governance and Advisory Group

Disclose

To send, share, give or make available personal information outside of
(and outside the control of) ICC

Ground Up

Ground Up Consulting Pty Ltd, the expert privacy consultancy engaged to
conduct the PIA for the Hub and author this PIA report

Hub

Transparency and Integrity Hub

IaaS

Infrastructure as a service

ICC

Ipswich City Council

ICT

Information and Communications Technology

IP Act 2009

Information Privacy Act 2009 (QLD)

IPPs

Information Privacy Principles

OIC

Office of the Information Commissioner Queensland

OpenGov

The cloud-hosted platform used to organise and display data via the ICC
Hub

Operation Windage

A review of ICC conducted by the CCC

LG Act

Local Government Act 2009 (Qld)

PbD

Privacy by Design

Personal information

‘Information or an opinion, including information or an opinion forming part
of a database, whether true or not, and whether recorded in a material
form or not, about an individual whose identity is apparent, or can
reasonably be ascertained, from the information or opinion’, as defined in
the IP Act 2009.
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Abbreviation or term

Expansion or definition

PIA

Privacy Impact Assessment

PIA report

This document

Privacy Act

Privacy Act 1988

Privacy Commissioner

The Queensland Privacy Commissioner, within the OIC. The Privacy
Commissioner is tasked with oversight of privacy matters under the IP Act
2009.
There is also a reference within this report to the federal Privacy
Commissioner, who is tasked with oversight of privacy matters under the
Privacy Act.

PMO

Project Management Office

PTA

Privacy Threshold Assessment

Redman Solutions

Redman Solutions Pty Ltd, OpenGov’s Australian Partner and bound
contracted service provider to the ICC for the purposes of establishing the
Hub

RTI Act

Right to Information Act 2009 (Qld)

Use

To have regard to, bring together, organise, categorise, de-identify and
otherwise move personal information within ICC
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Executive summary

1. Executive summary
1.1 Introduction
In June 2020, Ipswich City Council (ICC) asked contracted service provider, Redman Solutions, to
provide a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) on the Transparency and Integrity Hub (Hub). Redman
Solutions engaged specialist privacy consultancy, Ground Up Consulting Pty Ltd (Ground Up) to
conduct the PIA.
The PIA has been conducted by Ground Up independently of any advice from Redman Solutions and
has been provided directly to ICC by Ground Up and copied to Redman Solutions.

1.1.1

Scope

The scope of the PIA is to:
l

review ICC’s Transparency and Integrity Hub (Hub);

l

focus on the privacy requirements set out in the Information Privacy Act 2009 (QLD) (IP Act
2009), Privacy by Design (PbD) principles and matters of generally accepted privacy best
practice;

l

focus on the privacy risks associated with personal information handling in the context of the
Hub;

l

take into account the nature of the Hub (i.e., its intended public purpose); and

l

make comment and recommendations on privacy matters of systemic relevance to the operation
of the Hub.

It should be noted that in preparing this PIA report Ground Up does not provide legal advice; rather it
provides strategic privacy and privacy risk management advice.

1.1.2

Deliverables

Ground Up was asked to provide a comprehensive PIA report prior to the 1 July 2020 commissioning
of the Hub.

1.1.3

Methodology

Ground Up adopted the following methodology in preparing this report:
l

Established the scope of the PIA in consultation with ICC;

l

Finalised its work plan in consultation with ICC;

l

Gathered information by:1

1

Listings of meetings held and documents and other information reviewed by Ground Up have been included in
the Appendices.
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o

reviewing legislation,

o

reviewing relevant documentation,

o

conducting virtual and in-person meetings,

o

conducting telephone interviews, and

o

otherwise corresponding directly with stakeholders - including the ICC Hub project team,
ICC management and relevant officers, Redman Solutions and the Office of the
Information Commissioner’s privacy team;

l

Prepared preliminary recommendations, which captured early findings and flagged matters under
continuing assessment, and provided these to ICC;2

l

Prepared a draft PIA report and provided this to ICC;3

l

Presented the recommendation of the draft PIA report to the ICC Executive Leadership Team;
and

l

Finalised the PIA report and delivered it to ICC.

1.2 Overall findings
Ground Up has found that privacy and protection of personal information are relevant and ongoing
considerations for the Hub project.
Ground Up has identified areas where ICC could strengthen its privacy measures in relation to the Hub
project. This includes management of systemic privacy risk, where there has been a clear causal link
between the systemic risk and the ability for the Hub project team to identify, manage and respond to
matters of privacy and protection of personal information.
To provide clarity around systemic recommendations and recommendations for the Hub project
specifically, the report first discusses privacy strategy and governance (systemic risk) and then
analyses the Hub project in the context of the Information Privacy Principles (IPPs) of the IP Act 2009
(project-specific risk).

1.2.1

Recommendations and observations

This PIA report contains 19 recommendations and 2 observations. These are outlined below:

1.2.2

Recommendations

Ground Up provides ICC with the following 19 recommendations:

2

To assist in early implementation of recommendations.

3

For the purpose of confirming matters of fact only.
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Systemic
RECOMMENDATION 1:
a) Increase visibility of and support for privacy at all executive, management and staffing levels by
developing and formalising a Privacy Strategy.
b) Operationalise the Privacy Strategy through a comprehensive program of work focused on privacy
acculturation, roles and responsibilities, outcomes-based activities, internal consultation pathways
and targeted training across a range.
RECOMMENDATION 2:
Formally expand the new Data Governance and Advisory Group membership and the ICT Steering
Committee membership to include appropriately skilled privacy representation.
RECOMMENDATION 3:
a) Prioritise the review and implementation of the Project Management Office “Privacy Threshold
Assessment” process, whereby privacy is treated as a mandatory gate in the project management
cycle (triggering a formal PIA where necessary).
b) Conduct specialist training on privacy assessment (PTA and PIA) in project management.
c) Once finalised, implement the PTA process broadly across ICC as a strategic policy matter.

Hub-specific
RECOMMENDATION 4:
a) ICC procurement documents (including but not limited to tender templates, contract clauses and
the Procurement Policy) to be updated to contain an explicit form of words regarding Council’s
intent to publish specified contract and finance data that may include personal information.
b) The explicit form of words should contain the information required to be included in a Privacy Notice
under IPP 2.
RECOMMENDATION 5:
(a) ICC documents relating to the appointment and responsibilities of ICC employees and elected
officials to be updated to contain an explicit form of words regarding ICC’s intent to publish specified
finance and expenditure data that may include personal information.
(b) The explicit form of words should contain the information required to be included in a Privacy Notice
under IPP 2.
RECOMMENDATION 6:
a) Where de-identification measures are used to allow data to be published via the Hub without
revealing personal information, ICC is to securely maintain the “key”.
b) In-house information security professionals are to be consulted as to the appropriate combination
of administrative, technical and physical safeguards in this regard.

2 July 2020
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RECOMMENDATION 7:
Reference the Hub in ICC’s public-facing Right to Information resources as a “proactive disclosure”
initiative.
RECOMMENDATION 8:
Support ICC’s program of transparency and accountability uplift by publishing this PIA on the ICC
website in full or in summary form.
RECOMMENDATION 9:
Continue to progress ICC’s data governance objectives as set out in the Queensland Office of the
Information Commissioner Follow-up of Report No 3 of 2017-18: Audit of Ipswich City Council’s
implementation of recommendations: Compliance with Right to Information and Privacy (June 2020) –
in particular the consistent capture and classification of information assets, including personal
information.
RECOMMENDATION 10:
a) Ensure quality of data collated for the purpose of “staging” and de-identification, whereby any
personal information included in data sets is accurate, complete and up-to-date at the time it is to
be used.
b) Note data governance imperatives broadly as set out in Recommendation 9 and Observation 1.
c) Note the importance of removing or de-identifying relevant personal information before it is
disclosed as outlined in Recommendation 11.
RECOMMENDATION 11:
Where an ability to publish without contravening the IPPs is unclear, ICC staff to take deliberate steps
to verify that personal information is removed or de-identified before it is published.
RECOMMENDATION 12:
Consider using the OIC “dataset publication and risk assessment” matrix as a lens for assessing the
de-identified data elements proposed for publication via the Hub.
RECOMMENDATION 13:
a) Confirm with internal finance experts that none of the data proposed for publication via the Hub
includes personal information of a type for which the federal Privacy Commissioner has oversight.
b) Confirm with internal finance experts that none of the data proposed for publication via the Hub
includes personal information of a type that would constitute a breach of superannuation law.
RECOMMENDATION 14:
a) Critically assess whether the opportunities to disclose in accordance with the IPPs discussed in this
section apply to some or all of the elements of personal information proposed for publication via the
Hub.
b) Note the relevance of this recommendation to the privacy risk treatment identified at
Recommendation 4.
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RECOMMENDATION 15:
a) Critically assess whether the opportunities to disclose in accordance with the IPPs discussed in this
section apply to some or all of the elements of personal information proposed for publication via the
Hub.
b) Note the relevance of this recommendation to the privacy risk treatment identified at
Recommendation 4.
RECOMMENDATION 16:
a) Critically assess whether the opportunities to disclose in accordance with the IPPs discussed in this
section apply to some or all of the elements of personal information proposed for publication via the
Hub.
b) Note the relevance of this recommendation to the privacy risk treatments identified at
Recommendation 5 and Recommendation 13.
RECOMMENDATION 17:
a) Critically assess whether the opportunities to disclose in accordance with the IPPs discussed in this
section apply to some or all of the elements of personal information proposed for publication via the
Hub.
b) Note the relevance of this recommendation to the privacy risk treatments identified at
Recommendation 4 and Recommendation 5.
RECOMMENDATION 18:
a) Critically assess whether the opportunities to disclose in accordance with the IPPs discussed in this
section apply to some or all of the elements of personal information proposed for publication via the
Hub.
b) Note the relevance of this recommendation to the privacy risk treatments identified at
Recommendation 4 and Recommendation 5.
RECOMMENDATION 19:
Having given regard to Recommendations 13 – 18, ICC to additionally consult with the Queensland
Office of the Information Commissioner (Privacy Commissioner) as regards application under s 157 of
the IP Act 2009 for a waiver in the public interest for the specific elements of personal information
desired to be published via the Hub without contravening the IPPs.

1.2.3

Observations

Ground Up asks ICC to make the following 2 observations:
OBSERVATION 1:
Observe that implementation of a data governance lifecycle (or similar) approach would promote
cohesion across the multiplicity of business drivers, policy/procedural requirements, security controls
and asset-level characteristics that currently influence the quality and content of data proposed for
publication via the Hub.

2 July 2020
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OBSERVATION 2:
Observe that ICC has implemented a systematic approach to the cleansing of data sets which may,
over time, require review as regards its ongoing effectiveness – both in terms of ICC resourcing and
the ability to manage increasing volumes of data.

2 July 2020
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2. Brief background
In October 2016, the Queensland Crime and Corruption Commission (CCC) commenced investigations
into allegations of corruption related to ICC. The report identified that Council policies and procedures
were not followed or were ignored or circumvented by ICC employees (including councillors and
executives) which resulted in the misuse of council funds and assets. As at 30 June 2019, 16 people,
including ICC employees, two mayors, two Chief Executive Officers and one Chief Operating Officer
have been charged with 91 criminal offences including official corruption.4
The report published by the CCC stressed the importance of transparency and accountability in local
government and referred to relevant principles of the Local Government Act 2009 (LGA Act).5
In line with its commitment to increase transparency and accountability (and regain community and
stakeholder trust), ICC sought to implement an online platform to publish ICC data, including financial
and expenditure data.
Implementing such a platform corresponds with the objects of the Right to Information Act 2009 (RTI
Act) regarding proactive release of information to the public as a matter of course, whereby formal
applications for access to information are used by the community as a “last resort”.6 The value of the
Hub in this regard was noted by the Queensland Office of the Information Commissioner (OIC) in its
recent report on ICC’s implementation of 2017-18 recommendations made by the OIC regarding RTI
and privacy compliance.7
Accordingly, ICC released an open tender that required a platform that can safely and efficiently pull
financial data from various sources within ICC and then process and publish the data in an intuitive and
consumable way. Australian OpenGov partner firm, Redman Solutions, was selected by ICC to provide
the platform (OpenGov) that will allow users to analyse, visualise and download data sets (via a
“Transparency and Integrity Hub”) through the ICC website.

3. Description of the Transparency and Integrity Hub
3.1 Purpose of the Hub
In support of restored community and stakeholder trust in ICC, and to ensure compliance with legislative
requirements regarding data that ICC must make available publicly, the Hub has been developed to

4

CCC Webpage: https://www.ccc.qld.gov.au/corruption/outcome/allegations-corruption-related-ipswich-citycouncil-operation-windage

5

CCC Report – Culture and Corruption Risk in Local Government: Lessons from an investigation into ICC
(Operation Windage), dated August 2018 - https://www.ccc.qld.gov.au/publications/culture-and-corruption-riskslessons-learned-investigation-ipswich-city-council

6

OIC Webpage: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/guidelines/for-government/access-and-amendment/proactivedisclosure/proactive-disclosure-and-publication-schemes

7

Follow-up of Report No 3 of 2017-18: Audit of Ipswich City Council’s implementation of recommendations:
Compliance with Right to Information and Privacy (June 2020), which indicates that proactive disclosure is a
relevant function of the Hub.
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demonstrate to the community that ICC is meeting the local government principles under the LG Act,
including:
o
o
o
o
o

Transparency and effective processes, and decision-making in the public interest;
Sustainable development and management of assets and infrastructure, and delivery of
effective services;
Democratic representation, social inclusion and meaningful community engagement;
Good governance of, and by, local government; and
Ethical and legal behaviour of councillors and local government employees.

3.2 OpenGov Platform
ICC has engaged Redman Solutions to provide the platform (OpenGov) to facilitate its Hub. The
OpenGov platform facilitates presentation of ICC’s financial and performance data through an easy to
understand and interactive online portal, allowing the public to access, view, analyse and download ICC
data easily.
OpenGov has over 250 Australian and New Zealand Local Government clients and has provided
services similar to the services to be provided for the Hub. Some Australian local government users of
OpenGov include Townsville City Council and City of Darwin.
The Hub, facilitated by the OpenGov platform, is anticipated to be a “first of its kind” approach to the
transparency of local government data in Australia. ICC data will achieve a new level of accessibility to
and interactivity with the community by way of graphical representation, dashboards and narratives.

3.3 Personal Information Involved
The ICC proposes to publish various data sets via the Hub that can be accessed and analysed by the
public. Data sets proposed to be published are expressed in greater detail in 4.3.6 however broadly
include data relating to ICC finance and expenditure, procurement, one major project and controlled
entity finances.
Initially it was not envisaged by ICC that the data sets published via the Hub would include personal
Information,8 however early staging of the data sets by the Hub project team revealed the existence of
personal information that had not been previously recognised. This is discussed further at 4.3.4.1.

3.3.1

Personal information as a unique subset of data

ICC is required to collect and manage personal information throughout its lifecycle in accordance with
the IPPs of the IP Act 2009. Personal information is:
“Information or an opinion, including information or an opinion forming part of a database,
whether true or not, and whether recorded in a material form or not, about an individual whose

8

Ipswich Mayor expressly answers the question about personal information in an April 2020 Ipswich First article,
Mayor Explains Reasoning Behand Transparency and Integrity Hub: “No. Personal information will not be shared;
the focus of the hub is on the financial transparency of Council operations” –
https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/mayor-explains-reasoning-behind-transparency-and-integrity-hub/
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identity is apparent, or can reasonably be ascertained, from the information or opinion”9
[emphasis added]
Data could conceivably be all information held by ICC, in all formats and permutations; however, for
data to also be personal information it must be about an individual (i.e., a living person) and the
individual’s identity must be reasonably ascertainable from the information or opinion (i.e., it identifies
a person directly, or could reasonably lead to a person being identified).10
Ground Up considers that the datasets proposed by ICC for publication via the Hub currently include
personal information of the following:
•

ICC employees and councillors;

•

Persons involved with controlled entities, including the boards of directors, vendors and
employees; and

•

Persons identified in the context of providing services to ICC, including in some cases the
name of a business.11

While Ground Up considers the amount of personal information implicated in the data sets to be
relatively small, where ICC proposes to disclose (i.e., publish) any personal information, the assessment
and decision-making framework set out in the IPPs applies.
Ground Up notes that assessing data under the IPPs does not mean it “cannot be published”; rather,
that ICC must first be satisfied that the publication of any personal information is done in accordance
with the IPPs.

3.3.2

Positive steps regarding personal information

It is noted that, once alerted to the existence or potential existence of personal information within the
data sets proposed for publication, ICC’s Chief Information Officer (CIO) took the following proactive
steps:
1. Required the Hub project team to review all data sets that may include personal information,
including
a. conducting a line by line review of the data sets proposed for publication to identify
where personal information may exist;
2. Required the Hub project team to undertake a body of work during “staging” of the data to
ensure personal information was either removed from or de-identified within the data sets
until further assessment could be made regarding ICCs ability to publish that information in
accordance with the IPPs; and

9

Definition at s12 of the Information Privacy Act 2009 (Qld)

10

More on determining what is “personal information” can be found in the OIC’s extensive guidance on the topic,
including: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/guidelines/for-government/access-and-amendment/introduction-to-theacts/what-is-personal-information

11

It is noted that business names are not generally considered to be personal information, however if the
business name itself identifies a person or could lead to their identity becoming known there is a positive
obligation on ICC to assess this information further to ensure disclosure (i.e., the publishing of the name via the
Hub) is consistent with the requirements of IPPs in the IP Act 2009. This is explained in greater detail in the
analysis sections of this PIA report, such as at 4.3.6.1 ‘If, then, and…’.
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3. Requested that a PIA be conducted to further inform the Hub project team, and ICC generally,
as to the privacy implications of the Hub project.

3.4 Personal Information Flows
The following diagram and accompanying narrative summarise the personal information flows involved
in the Hub project:

Personal information flow
narrative

1. New data is collected by ICC from individuals and entities and put in ICC databases
2. Historical and current data are gleaned from ICC databases
a. Data can be uploaded from ICC databases to OpenGov automatically (for real-time
data display in the Hub), however direct integration between ICC databases and
OpenGov is not permitted where datasets proposed for automatic upload include
personal information
3. Data sets proposed for publication are “staged” by ICC’s Hub project team
4. Personal information not permitted for publication is removed or de-identified
5. Data loaded to OpenGov platform (“the cloud”/ AWS infrastructure and storage)
6. OpenGov platform interface on ICC website is the Transparency and Integrity Hub
7. Community goes to ICC website to access the Hub and view the data. The community is able
to see data displayed in multiple ways and may download their desired data sets.
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4. Assessment of privacy risks
4.1 Scope of information covered
The recommendations in this section reflect the requirements of the IP Act 2009, PbD principles, privacy
best practice and the expertise of the privacy consultant in relation to privacy imperatives for
Queensland public sector projects.
The risks treated in the recommendations do not represent all possible risks associated with the Hub
project; rather, they are the risks Ground Up considers to be most pertinent to privacy and personal
information management in the context of the Hub project at this time.

4.2 Strategy and Governance – systemic risk
Privacy by Design (PbD) is a best practice approach to decision making and project design. It reflects
the position that privacy must be designed in to projects as opposed to being bolted on later,12 such as
when a complaint of privacy violation has already been made or when ICC is facing scrutiny of the OIC.
PbD has seven foundational principles, set out in brief below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Proactive not reactive, preventative not remedial
Privacy as a default setting
Privacy embedded into design
Full functionality: positive-sum not zero-sum

5. End-to-end security – full lifecycle protection
6. Visibility and transparency – keep it open
7. Respect for user privacy – keep it user centric.13
Best practice and legislative frameworks worldwide reflect the desirability of achieving “privacy
mindedness” at all organisational levels, across all business functions, for all matters involving personal
information and at all stages of the information lifecycle. To this end, Ground Up considers that the
responsibility for privacy compliance within ICC rests with the local government as a whole and that
embedding a privacy mindset (comprised of cultural, risk management and legislative compliance
elements) is vital.

12

Projects should be understood as policies, procedures, processes, projects, initiatives, products, services and
technologies.

13

For more on PbD, see the work of Dr Ann Cavoukian which now exists in some form or permutation in privacy
laws and best practice guidance worldwide https://iapp.org/media/pdf/resource_center/pbd_implement_7found_principles.pdf
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The PIA process has identified systemic PbD considerations with direct bearing on project development
for the Hub to date (and should be expected to have bearing on future ICC projects and business
processes generally).
Ground Up’s recommendations in relation to systemic privacy uplift are as follows:

4.2.1

Recommendation 1 – Privacy strategy

RECOMMENDATION 1:
a) Increase visibility of and support for privacy at all executive, management and staffing levels by
developing and formalising a Privacy Strategy.
b) Operationalise the Privacy Strategy through a comprehensive program of work focused on privacy
acculturation, roles and responsibilities, outcomes-based activities, internal consultation pathways
and targeted training across a range of key privacy compliance topics.
The June 2020 OIC report noted that ICC has made a number of steps in relation specific aspects of
privacy compliance.14 These aspects relate to the awareness of the community about why their personal
information is being collected, access and amendment applications and the making of privacy
complaints.
Ground Up considers that ICC’s addressing of these matters is responsive to particular OIC-audited
“compliance objectives”; however, they do not, on balance, reflect a proactive privacy and personal
information management culture at ICC.
Ground Up’s view is evidenced by the challenges faced by the Hub project team in:
•

Identifying personal information in the context of the data proposed to be published in the 1
July 2020 commissioning of the Hub;

•

Identifying who within ICC to talk to about privacy considerations;

•

Identifying key ICC policies and procedures that inform how privacy should be managed in the
context of the Hub project;

•

Receiving consistent advice from various ICC officers about privacy considerations; and

•

Initiating a robust PIA process in a timely manner.

Ground Up considers that ICC would benefit immensely from developing a Privacy Strategy to help it
clarify its privacy objectives and how to achieve them.
The strategy could include core ICC values around privacy (complementary to those set out in ICC’s
newly formed Leadership Charter) and a commitment to adopt a workable structure for privacy
management. The structure could include a privacy management framework, privacy maturity model

14

Follow-up of Report No 3 of 2017-18: Audit of Ipswich City Council’s implementation of recommendations:
Compliance with Right to Information and Privacy (June 2020)
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deployed across businesses, a review of the functional location and leadership requirements for a
Privacy Team and privacy resourcing in the short and longer term.

4.2.2

Recommendation 2 – Privacy “seat at the table”

RECOMMENDATION 2:
Formally expand the new Data Governance and Advisory Group membership and the ICT Steering
Committee membership to include appropriately skilled privacy representation.
Privacy mindedness should be the default position of ICC in dealing with personal information – after
all, in exchange for a safe, clean, equitable, accessible, comfortable place to live the community
provides vast amounts of personal information to Council. Ground Up acknowledges that PbD is, for
most local governments, a destination… but an important one. Arriving at that destination may take
calculated moves in order to enforce privacy mindedness, particularly where leadership and project
teams focus attention on matters that may be conflated with privacy – for example, information security,
risk management and business continuity.
This means that privacy (represented by a person or collective) must have a confirmed “seat at the
table” and privacy must be treated as a key consideration before initiatives involving personal
information progress beyond early planning stages, and at appropriate junctures thereafter.
While ICC has a dedicated RTI and Privacy Officer, Ground Up suggests that this officer does not have
sufficient authority in the context of their role to take on matters of strategic privacy advice without
support. There are presently no additional dedicated privacy roles at ICC.
ICC has very recently established a Data Governance and Advisory Group (DGAG), which has a
mandate to provide a critical touch point for decisions relating to operationalising the Hub. The DGAG
has strategic presence within the organisation and is comprised of senior accountable decision makers
for the purposes of assessing the broader data governance environment at ICC and pinpointing any
data projects, programs, proposals and the like that require a degree of oversight.
ICC also has an established ICT Steering Committee, which has strategic presence in relation to
information security and the onboarding and implementation of digital technologies. Ground Up notes
that while the information security assessment process used by ICC is robust and does contain some
privacy elements, privacy and security are not the same thing and there is danger in conflating the two
when the ICT Steering Committee is asked to consider projects that involve personal information.15
Ground Up expects that assessment of risk as regards the collection, storage, security, use and
disclosure of personal information in the context of ICC data projects should, at key junctures, be on
the radar of the DGAG and/ or ICT Steering Committee. However, Ground Up understands that, while
the Governance Manager who oversees the work of ICC’s RTI and Privacy Officer does have a role on

15

Consider that privacy may be understood as protection of personal information in accordance with the law,
whereas security may be understood as the fence (or controls) placed around that which we wish to protect – i.e.,
personal information or data more broadly.
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the DGAG, there is not a dedicated and skilled privacy voice on either the DGAG or the ICT Steering
Committee.
This begs a question as to how privacy risk is able to be adequately identified, tracked and ameliorated
in the context of DGAG and ICT Steering Committee involvement in data programs, projects and the
like being undertaken at ICC.

4.2.3

Recommendation 3 – Mandatory privacy assessment

RECOMMENDATION 3:
a) Prioritise the review and implementation of the Project Management Office “Privacy Threshold
Assessment” process, whereby privacy is treated as a mandatory gate in the project management
cycle (triggering a formal PIA where necessary).
b) Conduct specialist training on privacy assessment (PTA and PIA) in project management.
c) Once finalised, implement the PTA process broadly across ICC as a strategic policy matter.
PbD in project management is desirable to ensure projects that involve personal information consider
privacy to a high standard. One way of achieving this is to build a process of privacy assessment into
the project management pathways used by ICC.
As noted at 4.2.1, a key challenge for the Hub project team was initiating the PIA process in a timely
manner. Indeed, Ground Up considers that a much earlier PIA process – not to be confused with the
robust information security assessment conducted for the Hub as part of the tender process (which is
responsive to IPP 4 considerations) – would have significantly supported the Hub project team’s
objectives.
Ground Up understands that the newly formed Project Management Office, which officially “goes live”
on 1 July 2020, has been working on a niche project focussed on privacy assessment – in particular,
the revision of a previously used Privacy Threshold Assessment (PTA) process for IT projects that did
not fully capture OIC recommendations for what should be included in such a process (and nor was it
widely or consistently used within ICC).16 The PTA process offers a two-pronged opportunity:
1. Privacy is considered at the outset of initiatives; and
2. A PIA is generally triggered where a project involves personal information and has potential to
impact privacy outcomes.
The PMO’s niche program of privacy uplift is to be commended and strengthened to ensure that ICC’s
project management methodology and governance includes management of privacy as a “big S”
strategic imperative. It is noted that privacy assessment only for IT/ ICT or data projects, while certainly
relevant in this case, would be wildly short-sighted and capture only a fraction of the initiatives across
ICC that should be subject to a PTA (followed by a formal PIA if necessary).

16

The PTA template suggested by the OIC is available with their broader PIA guidance at:
https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/guidelines/for-government/guidelines-privacy-principles/privacy-compliance/overviewprivacy-impact-assessment-process/undertaking-a-privacy-impact-assessment
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Additionally, to ensure the work of the PMO regarding privacy in project management is not lost
amongst other vital project management considerations, specialist training for project teams is strongly
advised.

4.3 The Hub – project-specific risk
The Hub is a “first of its kind” initiative for Australian local governments. It offers a transformative
opportunity for ICC and is positioned to serve as a template for other local governments seeking to
improve their transparency, accountability and trust posture.
The following recommendations relate to privacy management and protection of personal information
in the Hub project itself. The IPPs of the IP Act 2009 form the general structure of the recommendations.

4.3.1

Collection and Notice (IPPs 1 to 3)

IPPs 1 to 3 of the IP Act 2009 set out rules that ICC must adhere to when collecting personal information,
including that personal information collected must be for a legitimate purpose of the ICC.
Paraphrasing IPPs 1-3, ICC must:
•

Only collect as much personal information as is necessary to fulfil the intended purpose;

•

Only collect personal information by lawful and fair means;

•

Notify people about what personal information is being collected, why and to whom it may
be given; and

•

Not intrude unreasonably into the personal lives of individuals.

Recommendation 4 – Enhance privacy awareness in procurement processes
RECOMMENDATION 4:
a) ICC procurement documents (including but not limited to tender templates, contract clauses and
the Procurement Policy) to be updated to contain an explicit form of words regarding Council’s
intent to publish specified contract and finance data that may include personal information.17
b) The explicit form of words should contain the information required to be included in a Privacy Notice
under IPP 2.
The June 2020 OIC report noted that ICC has made a number of steps in relation specific aspects of
privacy management.18 These aspects include strong attention to ensuring awareness of the
community about why their personal information is being collected (IPP 2), however in completing this
assessment Ground Up formed a view that the obligation to ensure awareness has not successfully
percolated to some aspects of ICC business where it is expected that personal information may be

17

To satisfy the IPPs as regards future publications via the Hub of data sets collected by ICC postimplementation of this recommendation.

18

Follow-up of Report No 3 of 2017-18: Audit of Ipswich City Council’s implementation of recommendations:
Compliance with Right to Information and Privacy (June 2020)
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collected as part of business processes – for example, during hiring/ employment and procurement
processes.
Ground Up reviewed extensive ICC documentation relating to the way in which tenders and contracts
for goods and services are managed, including current and superseded Procurement Policies, the ICC
Privacy Statement, ICC webpages, ICC Annual Reports and information that would ordinarily be
included in an ICC contract with a service provider. None of the documentation reviewed provided
explicit notice to a person that, in the context of procurement (i.e., where ICC would ultimately be
spending public money to procure goods or services) basic details such as entity name,19 value of a
contract and nature or purpose of a contract may – in line with ICC’s commitment to transparency or
lawful obligations – be published by the ICC.20
Ground Up considers this to be an understandable oversight, but one that should be corrected going
forward given ICC’s preference for a proactive disclosure approach to finance and procurement related
data that has potential to include personal information. It will be important for ICC to specify to the most
exacting extent possible the elements of personal information it intends to publish.

Recommendation 5 – Enhance awareness about privacy expectations at work
RECOMMENDATION 5:
a) ICC documents relating to the appointment and responsibilities of ICC employees and elected
officials to be updated to contain an explicit form of words regarding ICC’s intent to publish specified
finance and expenditure data that may include personal information.21
b) The explicit form of words should contain the information required to be included in a Privacy Notice
under IPP 2.
Reflecting on the points noted at 4.3.1.1, Ground Up additionally notes that a failure to ensure
awareness amongst ICC employees and elected officials that it is the practice (or, indeed, policy) of
ICC to make certain personal information available as “a matter of course” can hamstring ICC’s ability
to make an argument that “of course our employees and elected officials would expect this sort of
information to be made public”.
The OIC has specific guidance for agencies in relation to Routine Personal Work Information, where
the exception to the disclosure rules under IPP 1122 relating to the fact that an employee is “reasonably
likely to be aware, or to have been made aware” is discussed at length.23 The OIC advises that:

19

Which can, in some cases, be personal information. More on this is at 4.3.6.

20

This observation is made irrespective of the “common knowledge” expressed in interviews with ICC staff and
statements made in ICC Annual Reports that certain information is required to be published to satisfy obligations
under law – for example, the Local Government Regulation 2012 (Qld), which requires publication of entity name,
contract value and purpose of the contract for successful tenders of $200K or more.

21

To satisfy the IPPs as regards future publications via the Hub of data sets collected by ICC postimplementation of this recommendation.

22

IPP 11(1)(a)

23

OIC Webpage: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/guidelines/for-government/access-and-amendment/processingapplications/routine-personal-work-information-of-public-sector-employees
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“The concept of routine personal work information applies to employees of agencies which are
subject to the RTI Act or IP Act. It is not limited to those employed under the Public Service Act
2008 (Qld) and may be relevant for the employees of any agency subject to the legislation (such
as local government, public authorities and ministerial staff)”24
The OIC considers that routine personal work information includes, for example,
•

A work email address;

•

A work phone number;

•

A work responsibility, e.g. that an officer has responsibility for making decisions about
granting licenses; and

•

Incidental appearances of a person's name in work documents, e.g. their identification as
the author of a letter, their signature as an officer of a department, a mention of an officer
as a member of a project team in documents produced by the project, a mention of an
officer as having responsibility for a team or project, or holding a given position, on a
departmental website or in a report.25

There are a number of factors that are involved in deciding whether the release of routine personal work
information is in the public interest. These include:
•

The requirement that government departments be open and accountable with regards to
their operations;

•

That public sector employees are employed in the business of government which delivers
services to the public and the public is generally entitled to know the identity of the service
deliverers, advice givers and decision makers;

•

The publication of public sector employees' appointments in the Government Gazette or
some other publication;

•

The appearance of routine personal work information in documents routinely disclosed,
intended for disclosure, produced for disclosure or required by law to be disclosed,
including reports, policy documents, decision notices and correspondence; and

•

That a reasonable public sector employee would expect that information that is solely their
routine personal work information would be made available to the public.26

Ground Up considers that, for historical data in particular, there is some ambiguity around whether
employees and/ or elected officials would be reasonably likely to be aware, or to have been made
aware, that it is the usual practice of ICC to disclose routine personal work information of the types that
may be found in the data elements proposed for publication in the 1 July 2020 commissioning of the
Hub.
Noting the CCC Operation Windage Report, the converse may in fact be the case – that the previous
culture of secrecy and non-disclosure at ICC cultivated at atmosphere where employees and elected

24

Ibid.

25

Ibid.

26

Ibid.
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officials came to rely on and expect that their personal information would not be revealed by ICC in
connection with, for example, finance and expenditure data.
Ground Up acknowledges that ICC is in the midst of significant cultural change – from an environment
of secrecy to one of openness and accountability. To remove doubt as to the applicability of routine
personal work information going forward, ICC should update its employees commencement, councillor
commencement, work expenses/ reimbursement forms and other forms accordingly. It will be important
for ICC to specify to the most exacting extent possible the elements of personal information it intends
to publish.

4.3.2

Data storage and security (IPP 4)

Under IPP 4, ICC must ensure that it protects personal information against loss, unauthorised access,
use, modification, disclosure and any other misuse. This protection must include reasonable security
safeguards including administrative, physical and technical security controls. Further, ICC must ensure
that any service providers that have access to personal information will adhere to privacy and security
requirements.

Security in ICC/ OpenGov/ Hub interface
Ground Up makes the following observations in its review of the OpenGov platform, which included
interviews with Redman Solutions staff and review of ICC’s information security requirements,
applicable information security standards, OpenGov technical specifications and the detailed
information security review completed by Redman Solutions as part of the ICC tender process:27
•

OpenGov hosts its infrastructure within the Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform and data is
housed with AWS. OpenGov’s production resources are currently hosted in the US, however
the provider plans to have an AWS instance within Australia by 2021;

•

Data stored by OpenGov is customer segregated and encrypted “at rest” in the databases and
stored using AES-256 (Advanced Encryption Standard with 256-bit keys);

•

OpenGov targets NIST 800-53 (moderate) as compliance framework standard; and

•

OpenGov has stated that they do not use data managed by the services for purposes unrelated
to providing services to customers.

The scope of this PIA does not include a detailed information security review of OpenGov; however,
based on Ground Up’s experience with platforms of this type and the extensive information provided by
ICC and Redman Solutions in support of this PIA, Ground Up is generally satisfied that the
considerations of IPP 4 are met in the context of ICC’s service agreement with Redman Solutions and
the associated physical, technical and administrative controls in place for the OpenGov platform.

27

Observations confirmed by the contents of the service agreement between ICC and Redman Solutions.
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Recommendation 6 – Protective measures to stay “in house”
RECOMMENDATION 6:
a) Where de-identification measures are used to allow data to be published via the Hub without
revealing personal information, ICC is to securely maintain the “key”.
b) In-house information security professionals are to be consulted as to the appropriate combination
of administrative, technical and physical safeguards in this regard.
Ground Up queried the access controls associated with the “key” used to de-identify personal
information during staging of data sets prior to uploading to OpenGov. This is relevant for ensuring that,
by way of human or some other error, de-identified data is not subject to re-identification. This also
ensures that, where it is permissible to re-identify and publish certain personal information in the context
of the relevant data sets, ICC is able to easily and reliably do so.
When interviewed, both the Hub project team and Redman Solutions confirmed that the Hub project
team is in control of the “key”. To remove doubt, access controls in this regard should be formalised.

Transfer of personal information overseas (s 33)
Complementary to the obligations set out in IPP 4 is the general prohibition in section 33 of the IP Act
2009 on sending personal information overseas – including in the context of cloud service provision –
unless specific conditions are met.
Ground Up is satisfied that the conditions of section 33 have been met by ICC. This is based on the
following:
•

The service agreement with Redman Solutions acknowledges that the contracted service
provider is required to comply with the IPPs within the meaning of the IP Act 2009 (i.e., Redman
Solutions is a “bound contracted service provider”);

•

Redman Solutions complies with the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth); and

•

OpenGov and its IaaS provider, AWS, are compliant with the European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) in their service offerings28, and OpenGov is additionally required
to meet the obligations set out in the California Consumer Protection Act.29

4.3.3

Transparency (IPP 5)

IPP 5 requires ICC to take reasonable steps to ensure individuals can find out whether ICC holds
personal information about them and how ICC handles their personal information generally. ICC has

28

Australian AWS clients include the Government of Australia.

29

It is anticipated that the OpenGov platform will achieve a local (Australian) storage in 2021.
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published this information in the form of a public-facing Privacy Statement30 and also has an extensive
personal information digest made available via its RTI function.31

Recommendation 7 – Improve understanding of the Hub as a proactive disclosure
initiative
RECOMMENDATION 7:
Reference the Hub in ICC’s public-facing Right to Information resources as a “proactive disclosure”
initiative.
Although the bulk of this PIA is focused on the management and protection of personal information in
the context of the Hub (as opposed to focusing on the data more broadly) Ground Up considers it
relevant to highlight guidance published by the OIC that strongly supports the operation of “proactive
disclosure” initiatives.32
Further, the June 2020 OIC report indicates that proactive disclosure is a relevant function of the Hub,
whereby the Hub will “increase data use internally and externally and improve transparency and public
trust, data quality and credibility, data accessibility, and data governance”.33

4.3.3.2 Recommendation 8 – Publish this PIA
RECOMMENDATION 8:
Support ICC’s program of transparency and accountability uplift by publishing this PIA on the ICC
website in full or in summary form.
As indicated in relation to characterising the Hub as a “proactive disclosure” initiative, guidance
published by the OIC also strongly supports conducting and publishing PIAs to “improve trust and
confidence through transparency”.34

4.3.4

Data Quality, Access and Amendment (IPPs 6 to 7)

IPPs 6 and 7 require ICC to allow individuals to access and correct their own personal information.
Ground Up does not have particular observations as regards access and amendment under the IPPs
at this time.
Ground Up does, however, note a particular obligation under IPP 7 that ICC must ensure the quality
of information it controls. This includes taking all reasonable steps to ensure that personal

30

ICC Webpage: https://www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/about_council/corporate_publications/privacy

31

ICC Webpage: https://www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/61720/ICC-Personal-InformationDigest-2016.pdf

32

OIC Webpage: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/about/news/embed-and-support-a-privacy-aware-culture

33

Follow-up of Report No 3 of 2017-18: Audit of Ipswich City Council’s implementation of recommendations:
Compliance with Right to Information and Privacy (June 2020)

34

OIC Webpage: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/about/news/embed-and-support-a-privacy-aware-culture
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information is accurate, directly related to fulfilling the purpose for which it was collected, relevant,
complete, up to date and not misleading. This IPP 7 obligation relates directly to a further obligation
under IPP 8 for ICC to ensure quality of the personal information it intends to use before actually using
it.
As Ground Up considers the staging of data prior to uploading it to OpenGov a “use” of personal
information under IPP 8, the IPP 7 obligation as regards quality control is a critical point of risk for ICC
going forward, in relation to:
•

Data sets planned for publication on the 1 July 2020 commissioning of the Hub; and

•

Any future data sets that are contemplated.

4.3.4.1 Recommendation 9 – Quality though better data governance
RECOMMENDATION 9:
Continue to progress ICC’s data governance objectives as set out in the Queensland Office of the
Information Commissioner Follow-up of Report No 3 of 2017-18: Audit of Ipswich City Council’s
implementation of recommendations: Compliance with Right to Information and Privacy (June 2020) –
in particular the consistent capture and classification of information assets, including personal
information.
As identified at 3.3, data sets to be published via the Hub were not intended to include personal
Information, however early staging of the data sets by the Hub project team revealed the existence of
personal information that had not been immediately recognised.
Ground Up considers that the initial failure to recognise certain data as personal information is a result
of a combination of factors – including:
•

The data sets were ostensibly about money, not people;

•

The data sets were considered by ICC to be largely “commercial” in nature;

•

Some of the data sets were already “on the public record” in full or in part, e.g. in Annual
Reports; and,

•

The data sets, and specific data elements within, were not previously (i.e., at the time of
collection or inclusion in the various ICC databases) flagged or classified as “personal” or
potentially personal.

As regards quality control, Ground Up considers that a lack of reliability in the capture and classification
of personal information within ICC data sets is a significant point of risk for the Hub project.
Ground Up also considers that, within the context of good information governance generally, consistent
capture and classification of ICC data (across all ICC systems, operations and information holdings) is
an opportunity to significantly improve the understanding and availability of data within ICC generally.
This view is echoed in the June 2020 OIC report where, at pages 15-18, the report notes that “[t]he
council sees the Transparency and Integrity Hub and the Data Governance Advisory Group as a step
to boost the classification of information assets and the publication of information that is significant,
appropriate and accurate” [emphasis added]. However, the OIC report also notes that ICC is deficient
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in classification of its data assets “to make the maximum amount of significant, appropriate and accurate
information available to the public through [means other than RTI applications]”.35

4.3.4.2 Observation 1 – Quality through cohesion
OBSERVATION 1:
Observe that implementation of a data governance lifecycle (or similar) approach would promote
cohesion across the multiplicity of business drivers, policy/procedural requirements, security controls
and asset-level characteristics that currently influence the quality and content of data proposed for
publication via the Hub.
Ground Up acknowledges the breadth and complexity of ICC’s business functions and the types of
information, personal and otherwise, required to give effect to those functions. It likewise acknowledges
that there are likely to be additional data sets that ICC considers relevant for publication following the 1
July 2020 commissioning of the Hub.
Quality control (as regards personal information capture and management) is part of a larger data
governance opportunity for ICC. Ground Up notes that ICC is in a period of continued data governance
uplift, and observes that (in addition to the recommendation to progress ICC’s work to capture and
classify information assets, including personal information at 4.3.4.1) a “lifecycle” approach – if not
already being considered by ICC – would promote cohesion generally across matters relating to data.

4.3.5

Use (IPPs 8 to 10)

IPPs 8 to 10 set out rules for ICC’s use of personal information. These rules require that:
•

Before ICC uses personal information, it must take reasonable steps to ensure that personal
information is accurate, complete and up to date;

•

If a range of personal information is held by ICC, only the personal information that is required
for a particular purpose should be used; and

•

ICC should only use personal information for the purpose for which it was collected, unless
certain circumstances apply.

4.3.5.1 Using OpenGov – the process before data is published via the Hub
Once data is selected by ICC to be published, the data will be loaded to the OpenGov platform. This
process will be undertaken via:
•

OpenGov’s integration into ICC systems, whereby data sets selected by ICC can be
automatically uploaded to (and updated on) the platform to allow for near-to-real time
publication via the Hub;36 and/ or

•

Manual selection of data by ICC, followed by a drag-and-drop of the data to the platform.

35

Follow-up of Report No 3 of 2017-18: Audit of Ipswich City Council’s implementation of recommendations:
Compliance with Right to Information and Privacy (June 2020)

36

Per the personal information flow diagram, data sets including personal information are not permitted to be
auto-uploaded.
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Ground Up considers that the staging of data collated from multiple ICC sources for the purpose of deidentifying personal information before publication is a “use” of personal information under the IP Act
2009.
Ground Up also considers that the uploading of data to OpenGov is a “use” of personal information –
whereby OpenGov is, by virtue of the service agreement between ICC and Redman Solutions, like a
highly secure, cloud-based filing cabinet within which the various data sets are organised prior to their
display (i.e., publishing) via the Hub.

4.3.5.2 Recommendation 10 – Use quality data
RECOMMENDATION 10:
a) Ensure quality of data collated for the purpose of “staging” and de-identification, whereby any
personal information included in data sets is accurate, complete and up-to-date at the time it is to
be used.
b) Note data governance imperatives broadly as set out in Recommendation 9 and Observation 1.
c) Note the importance of removing or de-identifying relevant personal information before it is
disclosed as outlined in Recommendation 11.
The staging of data collated from multiple ICC sources for the purpose of de-identifying personal
information is undeniably time consuming and complex for the Hub project team.
As an example, names may not always appear consistently across the same data sets, which means
that a manual line by line assessment – seeking all possible forms and formats of just one name – must
be undertaken by the Hub project team. The assessment may include searching for “Jane Smith”, “J
Smith”, “JP Smith”, “JS”, “Cr Smith”, “Councillor Smith”, or “CS”, whereby all the names and initials are
assumed to be about the same person but may also be about someone else (whose personal
information should be de-identified using a different key).
Ground Up considers that the importance of using quality data in the staging process – inclusive of
consistent naming conventions and data classifications – cannot be understated.

4.3.5.3 Recommendation 11 – Verify data cleansing before publication
RECOMMENDATION 11:
Where an ability to publish without contravening the IPPs is unclear, ICC staff to take deliberate steps
to verify that personal information is removed or de-identified before it is published.
The removal or de-identification (i.e., cleansing) of personal information during the staging process is
complementary to the IPP 4 obligation to protect personal information from unauthorised disclosure. An
unauthorised disclosure would include publishing personal information via the Hub without a clear
understanding of whether doing so is consistent with requirements of the IPPs.
Ground Up considers this is a significant function of the Hub project team as it represents that final
“person in the middle” check before data moves into the OpenGov environment. It is noted that some
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risk is ameliorated by the ability for ICC to remove information placed in the OpenGov environment in
error or where ICC wishes to cease publishing a data set altogether.

4.3.5.4 Observation 2 – Systematic approach to data cleansing
OBSERVATION 2:
Observe that ICC has implemented a systematic approach to the cleansing of data sets which may,
over time, require review as regards its ongoing effectiveness – both in terms of ICC resourcing and
the ability to manage increasing volumes of data.
Ground Up notes the extensive Queensland Government guidance available for local governments and
other agencies seeking to publish data sets within the boundaries of privacy law and other legislative
requirements. Most of this guidance ultimately points back to the OIC and its guideline on privacy and
de-identification.37
The OIC guidance says:
“If information is not about an identifiable individual it is not personal information, which
means it presents no privacy concerns. De-identifying an individual’s information enables it to
be shared or made publicly available while still complying with the privacy principles,
protecting the privacy of the individual, and ensuring the information remains appropriate for
its intended use.” 38
Ground Up considers that, together with Redman Solutions, ICC has used the staging process to
effectively remove or de-identify personal information where there is doubt as to the ability for ICC to
publish it at this time.
An observation in relation to ICCs systematic cleaning of data sets (which involves, but is not limited
to, removal or de-identification of personal information) is that the approach may not remain
appropriate over time, given:
•

The manual nature of the activity;

•

Extensive Hub project team resources required; and

•

The likelihood that there will be an influx of new data sets proposed for publication via the
Hub over time.

37

OIC Webpage: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/38644/guideline-privacy-and-deidentification.pdf

38

Ibid.
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4.3.6

Disclosure in relation to specific data sets (IPP 11)

IPP 11 limits ICC’s disclosure of personal information to anyone other than the person it is about.
Generally, ICC is not permitted to disclose personal information unless certain circumstances apply.
This section relates to privacy implications of publishing specific data sets via the Hub – including:
tenders, expenses of elected officials, controlled entity finances and costs related to the ICC Smart City
project.
The section does not consider the implications of publishing all the proposed data – rather, it focuses
only on the publication of personal information.
This section also does not express any level of “permission” for ICC to publish personal information in
the context of its desired data sets; that would be an inappropriate overstep of the PIA process. It does,
however, clearly articulate aspects of the IPPs and the IP Act more broadly for the purpose of clarifying
and supporting ICC decision-making.
To add depth to Ground Up’s analysis in relation to personal information disclosure, it is important to
understand the context within which the personal information is proposed to be published.
ICC proposes that the following information should be published and made publicly available via the
Hub at its 1 July 2020 commissioning:39
•

Procurement Contract Data – all contracts valued at $200K or more for a rolling period of 5
consecutive financial years, including:
o Successful supplier who tendered a response – i.e., person/. company with whom ICC
entered into the contract
o Purpose of the contract
o Contract number
o Contract type
o Value of the contract
o Relevant dates
o Amount paid to the supplier
o Amount outstanding on contracts
o Further breakdown on contract costs – e.g. total estimated spend, spend to date,
amounts over/ under
o
o

•

Contracts status (e.g. in progress, terminated)
Whether or not there was a Council resolution

Procurement Contract Data – additional fields:
o
o

Suppliers who tendered a response to a tender valued at $200K or more but were
unsuccessful
All contracts valued at less than $200K during the previous 5 financial years

39

Note, this listing is Ground Up’s summary based on interviews, unpopulated ‘sample’ data sheets and
clarifications from the Hub project team. It may not be the most comprehensive listing available. It does,
however, highlight data sets where personal information is implicated and this is discussed further in sections to
follow.
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•

ICC Financial Data –as near to real-time financial data for ICC, including:
o Previous 5 years detailed project income and expenditure data for major projects
o Council’s 2020-21 Budget
o Quarterly financial reporting against the budget

•

Controlled Entity Financial Data – detailed income and expenditure financial data for all
current and past ICC beneficial (controlled) entities, for the previous 5 financial years, including:
o Transactional data showing vendor names, person names and pay rates
o Supplier names
o Staff names as part of journals
o Board of director names
o Staff names in periods when they weren’t a board member

•

Projects Data – in particular, Smart City project data – including:
o

•

project data with context on the individual transactions (e.g. supplier name against the
cost of obtaining a blueprint)

Councillor Expense Data – for previous 5 financial years, including:
o
o
o
o

Councillor salary
ICC (employer) superannuation contribution
Related expenses
Allowances and reimbursements (published monthly including contextual details of
expenses incurred and purpose).

If, then, and…
The data sets described above clearly represent information that is largely “commercial” in nature;
however, the definition of personal information in the IP Act 2009 bears reminding at this point. Personal
information is:
“Information or an opinion, including information or an opinion forming part of a database,
whether true or not, and whether recorded in a material form or not, about an individual whose
identity is apparent, or can reasonably be ascertained, from the information or opinion”
Ground Up considers that, while the data sets are intended to reveal commercial information and serve
the public interest in knowing where public monies are spent – e.g. on what projects, when and in what
amounts – there is also a transparency interest in revealing by whom the money was spent and to
whom the money went.
Irrespective of whether the data is primarily commercial in nature, Ground Up is of the prevailing view
that if a data element identifies (or could reasonably lead to the identification of) a person then the
definition of personal information applies and the proposed publication of such data must be assessed
under the IPPs of the IP Act 2009.
Ground Up reiterates its earlier comment that assessing data under the IPPs does not mean it “cannot
be published”; rather, that ICC must first be satisfied that the publication of any personal information
is done in accordance with the IPPs.
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In considering the data sets noted above, Ground Up has identified the following elements as personal
information:
•

Name of an elected official;

•

Name of an ICC employee;

•

Employment details such as job title/ role, salary and other elements of remuneration, where
these details are linked to an identifiable individual;

•

Supplier/ entity name, where the supplier/ entity has used their personal name as their trading
name – for example: “Jane Smith Holdings Pty Ltd” (company/ ACN holder) or “Jane Smith”
(sole trader/ ABN holder);40

•

Supplier/ entity name, where the supplier/ entity has used their personal address or personal
name/ address in combination as their trading name – for example “Jane Smith on Bourke
Pty Ltd” or “222 Bourke St Holdings Pty Ltd” or “Jane Smith t/ as 222 on Bourke”;41

•

Information or an opinion that would be inferred about a person from their activities; and

•

Contextual information that, by its nature, would lead to the identification of a person.42

It is these items of personal information that will be referenced for the purpose of analysis in this section,
however Ground Up asserts that these are not the only possible elements of personal information that
may be included in or gleaned from the proposed ICC data sets.
When considering whether to publish data sets that include personal information, there is always a risk
of interfering with a person’s privacy. Opportunities to disclose personal information within the
parameters of the IP Act 2009 (thereby greatly reducing risk to privacy) include:
•

Where IPPs don’t apply to the personal information;

•

That the person concerned has been made aware under IPP 2 that such a disclosure would
occur;

•

That the person is aware, or is reasonably likely to have been made aware, that such a
disclosure would occur;

•

That the person concerned has agreed to the disclosure; and/ or

•

That a law of Australia or Queensland requires or authorises the disclosure.

The above opportunities will be unpacked further in the analysis of ICC’s proposed data sets in
Recommendations 14-18.

4.3.6.2 Recommendation 12 – Use risk assessment matrix for publishing de-identified data
sets
RECOMMENDATION 12:

40

Knowing when an entity name is also the name of a person can require some investigating – e.g. an ASIC
search to determine whether the company director holds the same name as the entity.

41

Knowing when an entity name is also the address of a person can require some investigating – e.g. an address
search to determine whether the location is a commercial or residential premises.

42

Contextual information is difficult to assess in terms of when it, in fact, becomes personal information. Often
this occurs when (a) the contextual information is taken together with other non-personal data and leads to the
identification or re-identification of a person or (b) the contextual information is so unique as to be identifying.
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Consider using the OIC “dataset publication and risk assessment” matrix as a lens for assessing the
de-identified data elements proposed for publication via the Hub.
Ground Up acknowledges the extensive work completed by the Hub project team to ensure that no
personal information is published unless doing so is permissible within the context of the IP Act 2009.
Testing of the de-identification techniques deployed by ICC and the extent to which a person may be
re-identified from the data alone (and whether or not this is considered an acceptable risk to ICC) are
not in scope of this PIA; however, having observed the techniques used in the data cleansing process,
Ground Up considers that – in using de-identification – the Hub project team has taken a strong step to
prevent privacy risk.
SOME QUALIFYING NOTES ON DE-IDENTIFICATION
Where de-identified data is disclosed in one context, that same data could again become personal
information in a different context (through re-identification).43 Privacy regulators, “differential privacy”
advocates and various open data resources advise that re-identification generally occurs:
•

Where identifying information is inadvertently left in the information (poor de-identification);

•

By linking de-identified information with another dataset that contains identifying information
(data linkage);

•

Using an algorithmic key to reverse the pseudonymisation process to reveal identities
(pseudonym reversal); and

•

Inferring the identity of a person from statistical attributes of the information (inferential
disclosure).

On this topic, the OIC advises as follows:
“In many (if not all) instances where a de-identification process is undertaken, the risk of reidentification will never be totally eliminated. However, privacy does not require that deidentification be absolute. Privacy will be satisfied, and information will be suitably de-identified,
where the risk of an individual being re-identified is very low”.44
The OIC has published a helpful risk assessment matrix for agencies considering the publication of
data sets. Ground Up considers that using this matrix would assist the Hub project team in
understanding the particular risks associated with publishing data that has been de-identified for the
purpose.
This matrix is particularly important where ICC is unclear or uncertain as to its express ability to publish
certain data in accordance with the IPPs and has, therefore, elected to de-identify the personal
information in the interest of publishing the bulk of the data.
The matrix is included in this PIA report at Appendix C.

43

CSIRO Webpage: https://publications.csiro.au/rpr/download?pid=csiro:EP173122&dsid=DS3

44

OIC Webpage: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/guidelines/for-government/guidelines-privacyprinciples/anonymity/privacy-and-de-identification
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4.3.6.3 Recommendation 13 – Avoid disclosure of personal information that falls under the
protections of other laws
RECOMMENDATION 13:
(a) Confirm with internal finance experts that none of the data proposed for publication via the Hub
includes personal information of a type for which the federal Privacy Commissioner has oversight.
(b) Confirm with internal finance experts that none of the data proposed for publication via the Hub
includes personal information of a type that would constitute a breach of superannuation law.
The IP Act 2009 is subject to other Acts to the extent of any inconsistency. In practical terms, this means
that there will be cases where the IPPs are not the only decision-making framework that should be used
in order to decide whether or not it is permissible for ICC to publish personal information via the Hub.
Ground Up identified circumstances where ICC will have obligations not to disclose personal
information that effectively “override” application of the IPPs. These circumstance include where ICC
holds finance and employment data:
•

Of a type governed by a law of Australia that falls within oversight of the Office of the Australian
Privacy Commissioner (e.g. tax file numbers, credit reporting personal property securities data);
and/ or

•

Of a type governed by a law of Queensland or Australia that imposes rules around the treatment
of the data (e.g. superannuation data).

Ground Up has not considered these other laws in depth, except to the extent that the data sets
described at 4.3.6 involve finance data of varying degrees of granularity; as such there is a possibility
that information not permitted for disclosure under another law may be included in the data sets
proposed for publication via the Hub.
Ground Up notes that the extent of data proposed for publication via the Hub has changed throughout
the project to date. As such, there is a risk that data sets that would generally not be permissible to
disclose could be included in the volumes of data currently being staged prior to publication. As regards
any tax file, credit reporting, personal property security or superannuation data that may be included in
those raw data sets, Ground Up considers there is a risk for ICC.

4.3.6.4 Recommendation 14 – Disclosure of tender information – unsuccessful
RECOMMENDATION 14:
a) Critically assess whether the opportunities to disclose in accordance with the IPPs discussed in this
section apply to some or all of the elements of personal information proposed for publication via the
Hub.
b) Note the relevance of this recommendation to the privacy risk treatment identified at
Recommendation 4.
Based on the information provided to Ground Up during the PIA process, Ground Up considers that
personal information included in tenders – unsuccessful includes:
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•

Supplier/ entity name, where the supplier/ entity has used their personal name as their trading
name; and

•

Supplier/ entity name, where the supplier/ entity has used their personal address or personal
name/ address in combination as their trading name.

While factors against publication of personal information in this broad data set include the potential for
interference with a person’s privacy, Ground Up has identified the following potential opportunities for
disclosure in accordance with the IP Act 2009 for this broad data set:
•

That the person concerned has been made aware that such a disclosure would occur (IPP
11(1)(a)); and

•

That the person concerned has agreed to the disclosure (IPP 11(1)(b)).

IPP 11(1)(A ) – “REASONABLY LIKELY TO BE AWARE ”
Ground Up considers that IPP 11(1)(a) is relevant here in relation to whether an entity would be aware,
or reasonably likely to have been made aware, that ICC intends to publish unsuccessful tender data
(inclusive of the elements that may, in the circumstance, be considered personal information). This was
discussed at length at 4.3.1.1.
As it falls out of scope of this PIA, Ground Up has not taken steps to ascertain whether in the
circumstance ICC could reach a conclusion that the entities would be reasonably aware that it is – and
has been over the years for which the data is proposed to be published – the usual process of ICC to
publish all or some of the personal information noted in this section.
IPP 11(1)(B ) – THE PERSON HAS AGREED
Ground Up considers that a way for ICC to ensure it is permissible to publish the personal information
noted in this section, particularly where there is little information to support the other possible
opportunities for disclosure, is to seek the agreement of the entity concerned. This is likely impractical
and time consuming, and there is no guarantee that agreement will be reached in all cases.

4.3.6.5 Recommendation 15 – Disclosure of tender information – tenders over/ under $200K
RECOMMENDATION 15:
a) Critically assess whether the opportunities to disclose in accordance with the IPPs discussed in this
section apply to some or all of the elements of personal information proposed for publication via the
Hub.
b) Note the relevance of this recommendation to the privacy risk treatment identified at
Recommendation 4
Based on the information provided to Ground Up during the PIA process, Ground Up considers that
personal information included in tenders over/ under $200K includes:
•

Supplier/ entity name, where the supplier/ entity has used their personal name as their trading
name; and

•

Supplier/ entity name, where the supplier/ entity has used their personal address or personal
name/ address in combination as their trading name.
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While factors against publication of personal information in this broad data set include the potential for
interference with a person’s privacy, Ground Up has identified the following potential opportunities for
disclosure in accordance with the IP Act 2009 for this broad data set:
•

That the person concerned has been made aware that such a disclosure would occur (IPP
11(1)(a));

•

That the person concerned has agreed to the disclosure (IPP 11(1)(b)); and/ or

•

That a law of Australia or Queensland requires or authorises the disclosure (IPP 11(1)(d)).

IPP 11(1)(A ) – “REASONABLY LIKELY TO BE AWARE ”
Contracts over/ under $200K
Ground Up considers that IPP 11(1)(a) is relevant here in relation to whether an entity would be aware,
or reasonably likely to have been made aware, that ICC intends to publish contracts data (inclusive of
the elements that may, in the circumstance, be considered personal information). This was discussed
at length at 4.3.1.1.
As it falls out of scope of this PIA, Ground Up has not taken steps to ascertain whether in the
circumstance ICC could reach a conclusion that the entities would be reasonably aware that it is – and
has been over the years for which the data is proposed to be published – the usual process of ICC to
publish all or some of the personal information noted in this section.
IPP 11(1)(B ) – THE PERSON HAS AGREED
Contracts over/ under $200K
Ground Up considers that a way for ICC to ensure it is permissible to publish the personal information
noted in this section, particularly where there is little information to support the other possible
opportunities for disclosure, is to seek the agreement of the entity concerned. This is likely impractical
and time consuming, and there is no guarantee that agreement will be reached in all cases.
IPP 11(1)(D ) – DISCLOSURE REQUIRED OR AUTHORISED BY LAW
Contracts over $200K:
As previously noted, the IP Act 2009 is subject to other Acts to the extent of any inconsistency. In
practical terms, this means that there will be cases where the IPPs are not the only decision-making
framework that should be used in order to decide whether or not it is permissible for ICC to publish
personal information via the Hub.
A relevant example is the Local Government Regulation 2012 (Qld), which requires that local
governments publish relevant information about successful tenders valued over $200K. In this instance,
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local governments are required to publish the successful entity name, the value of the contract in dollars
and the purpose of the contract.
In this case, although the entity name may also be personal information (e.g. “Jane Smith Pty Ltd”), the
Regulation requires that ICC publishes this information. The lawful requirement, as set out in the
Regulation, means that disclosure of entity name is therefore permissible under the IP Act.
Contracts Under $200K:
In the course of compiling this PIA report, Ground Up has not identified any positive obligations for
disclosure of personal information in relation to contracts under $200K.

4.3.6.6 Recommendation 16 – Disclosure of councillor expenses
RECOMMENDATION 16:
a) Critically assess whether the opportunities to disclose in accordance with the IPPs discussed in this
section apply to some or all of the elements of personal information proposed for publication via the
Hub.
b) Note the relevance of this recommendation to the privacy risk treatments identified at
Recommendation 5 and Recommendation 13.
Based on the information provided to Ground Up during the PIA process, Ground Up considers that
personal information included in councillor expenses data includes:
•

Name;

•

Salary;

•

Other remuneration – e.g. employer (ICC) superannuation contributions; and

•

Information or an opinion that may be inferred about an elected official based on the data in its
totality.

While factors against publication of personal information in this broad data set include the potential for
interference with a person’s privacy (and even damaging inference about a person’s activities or
character based on the data in its totality), Ground Up has identified the following potential opportunities
for disclosure in accordance with the IP Act 2009 for this broad data set:
•

That IPPs don’t apply to the personal information (s7(a));

•

That the person concerned has been made aware that such a disclosure would occur (IPP
11(1)(a));

•

That the person concerned has agreed to the disclosure (IPP 11(1)(b)); and/ or

•

That a law of Australia or Queensland requires or authorises the disclosure (IPP 11(1)(d)).

SCHEDULE 1, SECTION 7(A ) – GENERALLY AVAILABLE PUBLICATION
Schedule 1, s7(a) of the IP Act 2009 provides that the privacy principles do not apply to a generally
available publication. However, if ICC were collecting the personal information for inclusion in what
will become a generally available publication, IPPs 1-3 (including, for example, the requirement to
provide a Privacy Notice under IPP 2) would still apply.
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Ground Up considers that ICC Annual Reports, the Ipswich.biz webpage, ICC’s published audited
financial statements, information published in ICC’s RTI disclosure log and even the Hub itself (once it
is commissioned) are all generally available publications. The premise of a generally available
publication is that the information is “out there” (whether or not a fee is payable for it), available to all
and with no limits on use or further disclosure of the information. Name, salary and other remuneration
of councillors are, for example, routinely published in ICC Annual Reports pursuant to legislative
obligations.
As it falls out of scope of this PIA, Ground Up has not investigated all generally available publications,
nor has Ground Up investigated all the possible information that may be elsewise available about
councillors in generally available publications.
IPP 11(1)(A ) – “REASONABLY LIKELY TO BE AWARE ”
Ground Up considers that IPP 11(1)(a) is relevant here, both in relation to “routine personal work
information” (discussed previously at 4.3.1.2) and other personal information that a councillor would be
aware, or be reasonably likely to have been made aware, that ICC intends to publish – whether in the
Hub or elsewhere – as a matter of policy or in response to particular legislative requirements. Name,
salary and other remuneration of councillors are, for example, routinely published in ICC Annual Reports
pursuant to legislative obligations.
As it falls out of scope of this PIA, Ground Up has not taken steps ascertain whether in the circumstance
ICC could reach the conclusion that a councillor would be reasonably aware that it is – and has been
over the years for which the data is proposed to be published – the usual process of ICC to publish all
or some of the personal information noted in this section.
IPP 11(1)(B ) – THE PERSON HAS AGREED
Ground Up considers that a way for ICC to ensure it is permissible to publish the personal information
noted in this section, particularly in relation to historical data sets where an argument under IPP 11(1)(a)
may be difficult to make given the nature of ICC’s less transparent administrations in the past, is to seek
the agreement of the councillor/s concerned. This is likely impractical and time consuming, and there is
no guarantee that agreement will be reached in all cases.
IPP 11(1)(D ) – DISCLOSURE REQUIRED OR AUTHORISED BY LAW
Ground Up considers that there is a law of Queensland that may apply (as a positive obligation of ICC)
to the publication of some of the personal information noted in this section. ICC will have reference to
its legislative reporting requirements in its Annual Reports. Name, salary and other remuneration of
councillors are, for example, routinely published in ICC Annual Reports pursuant to legislative
obligations.

4.3.6.7 Recommendation 17 – Disclosure of projects data
RECOMMENDATION 17:
a) Critically assess whether the opportunities to disclose in accordance with the IPPs discussed in this
section apply to some or all of the elements of personal information proposed for publication via the
Hub.
b) Note the relevance of this recommendation to the privacy risk treatments identified at
Recommendation 4 and Recommendation 5.
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Based on the information provided to Ground Up during the PIA process, Ground Up considers that
personal information included in projects data likely includes:
•

ICC employee name;

•

Supplier/ entity name, where the supplier/ entity has used their personal name as their trading
name; and

•

Supplier/ entity name, where the supplier/ entity has used their personal address or personal
name/ address in combination as their trading name.

While factors against publication of personal information in this broad data set include the potential for
interference with a person’s privacy, Ground Up has identified the following potential opportunities for
disclosure in accordance with the IP Act 2009 for this broad data set:
•

That the person concerned has been made aware that such a disclosure would occur (IPP
11(1)(a));

•

That the person concerned has agreed to the disclosure (IPP 11(1)(b)); and/ or

•

That a law of Australia or Queensland requires or authorises the disclosure (IPP 11(1)(d)).

IPP 11(1)(A ) – “REASONABLY LIKELY TO BE AWARE ”
Ground Up considers that IPP 11(1)(a) is relevant here, both in relation to “routine personal work
information” (discussed previously at 4.3.1.2) and other personal information that an ICC employee
would be aware, or be reasonably likely to have been made aware, that ICC intends to publish elements
of their personal information – whether in the Hub or elsewhere – as a matter of policy.
Ground Up also considers that IPP 11(1)(a) is relevant here in relation to whether an entity would be
aware, or reasonably likely to have been made aware, that ICC intends to publish contracts data
(inclusive of the elements that may, in the circumstance, be considered personal information). This was
discussed at length at 4.3.1.1.
As it falls out of scope of this PIA, Ground Up has not taken steps ascertain whether in the circumstance
ICC could reach a conclusion that any ICC employees or entities would be reasonably aware that it is
– and has been over the years for which the data is proposed to be published – the usual process of
ICC to publish all or some of the personal information noted in this section.
IPP 11(1)(B ) – THE PERSON HAS AGREED
Ground Up considers that a way for ICC to ensure it is permissible to publish the personal information
noted in this section, particularly if there is little information to support the other possible opportunities
for disclosure, is to seek the agreement of the ICC employee or entity concerned. This is likely
impractical and time consuming, and there is no guarantee that agreement will be reached in all cases.
IPP 11(1)(D ) – DISCLOSURE REQUIRED OR AUTHORISED BY LAW
Supplier/ entity name in contracts over $200K:
As previously noted, the IP Act 2009 is subject to other Acts to the extent of any inconsistency. In
practical terms, this means that there will be cases where the IPPs are not the only decision-making
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framework that should be used in order to decide whether or not it is permissible for ICC to publish
personal information via the Hub.
A relevant example is the Local Government Regulation 2012 (Qld), which requires that local
governments publish relevant information about successful tenders valued over $200K. In this instance,
local governments are required to publish the successful entity name, the value of the contract in dollars
and the purpose of the contract.
In this case of a $200K+ contract relating to an ICC project, although an entity name may also be
personal information (e.g. “Jane Smith Pty Ltd”), the Regulation requires that ICC publishes this
information. The lawful requirement, as set out in the Regulation, means that disclosure of entity name
is therefore permissible under the IP Act.

4.3.6.1 Recommendation 18 – Disclosure of controlled entity finances
RECOMMENDATION 18:
a) Critically assess whether the opportunities to disclose in accordance with the IPPs discussed in this
section apply to some or all of the elements of personal information proposed for publication via the
Hub.
b) Note the relevance of this recommendation to the privacy risk treatments identified at
Recommendation 4 and Recommendation 5.
Based on the information provided to Ground Up during the PIA process, Ground Up considers that
personal information included in controlled entity finances could include:
•

ICC employee or councillor name;

•

Employment details such as job title/ role (e.g. board membership), salary and other elements
of remuneration, where these details are linked to an identifiable individual;

•

Information or an opinion that may be inferred about an elected official based on the data in its
totality;

•

Contextual information that, by its nature, would lead to the identification of a person;

•

Supplier/ entity name, where the supplier/ entity has used their personal name as their trading
name; and

•

Supplier/ entity name, where the supplier/ entity has used their personal address or personal
name/ address in combination as their trading name.

While factors against publication of personal information in this broad data set include the potential for
interference with a person’s privacy (and even damaging inference about a person’s activities or
character based on the data in its totality), Ground Up has identified the following potential opportunities
for disclosure in accordance with the IP Act 2009 for this broad data set:
•

That IPPs don’t apply to the personal information (s7(a));

•

That the person concerned has been made aware that such a disclosure would occur (IPP
11(1)(a));

•

That the person concerned has agreed to the disclosure (IPP 11(1)(b)); and/ or

•

That a law of Australia or Queensland requires or authorises the disclosure (IPP 11(1)(d)).

SCHEDULE 1, SECTION 7(A ) – GENERALLY AVAILABLE PUBLICATION
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Schedule 1, s7(a) of the IP Act 2009 provides that the privacy principles do not apply to a generally
available publication. However, if ICC were collecting the personal information for inclusion in what
will become a generally available publication, IPPs 1-3 (including, for example, the requirement to
provide a Privacy Notice under IPP 2) would still apply.
Ground Up considers that ICC Annual Reports, the Ipswich.biz webpage, published Council meeting
minutes, ICC’s published audited financial statements, information published in ICC’s RTI disclosure
log and even the Hub itself (once it is commissioned) are all generally available publications. The
premise of a generally available publication is that the information is “out there” (whether or not a fee is
payable for it), available to all and with no limits on use or further disclosure of the information.
As it falls out of scope of this PIA, Ground Up has not investigated all generally available publications,
nor has Ground Up investigated all the possible information that may be elsewise available about
councillors, ICC employees, controlled entity board members, and suppliers in generally available
publications.
IPP 11(1)(A ) – “REASONABLY LIKELY TO BE AWARE ”
Ground Up considers that IPP 11(1)(a) is relevant here, both in relation to “routine personal work
information” (discussed previously at 4.3.1.2) and other personal information that a ICC employees and
councillors would be aware, or be reasonably likely to have been made aware, that ICC intends to
publish – whether in the Hub or elsewhere – as a matter of policy or in response to particular legislative
requirements. Name, salary and other remuneration of councillors are, for example, routinely published
in ICC Annual Reports pursuant to legislative obligations.
Ground Up also considers that IPP 11(1)(a) is relevant here in relation to whether a supplier/ entity
would be aware, or reasonably likely to have been made aware, that ICC intends to publish some
aspects of contracts data (inclusive of the elements that may, in the circumstance, be considered
personal information). This was discussed at length at 4.3.1.1.
As it falls out of scope of this PIA, Ground Up has not taken steps ascertain whether in the circumstance
ICC could reach the conclusion that a councillor, ICC employee, controlled entity board member or
supplier would be reasonably aware that it is – and has been over the years for which the data is
proposed to be published – the usual process of ICC to publish all or some of the personal information
noted in this section.
IPP 11(1)(B ) – THE PERSON HAS AGREED
Ground Up considers that a way for ICC to ensure it is permissible to publish the personal information
noted in this section, particularly in relation to historical data sets where an argument under IPP 11(1)(a)
may be difficult to make given the nature of ICC’s less transparent administrations in the past, is to seek
the agreement of the various individuals concerned. This is likely impractical and time consuming, and
there is no guarantee that agreement will be reached in all cases.
IPP 11(1)(D ) – DISCLOSURE REQUIRED OR AUTHORISED BY LAW
Ground Up considers that there is a law of Queensland that may apply (as a positive obligation of ICC)
to the publication of some of the personal information noted in this section. ICC will have reference to
its legislative reporting requirements in its Annual Reports.
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4.3.7

The Public Interest

4.3.7.1 What is the public interest?
The public interest reflects the value for the community in ensuring the effective, efficient, fair,
accountable and transparent operation of government.
When considering whether publishing data via the Hub (potentially including personal information) is
“in the public interest”, it is relevant to assess whether disclosure of the information could reasonably
be expected to:
•

Promote open discussion of public affairs and enhance the Government's accountability;

•

Contribute to positive and informed debate on important issues or matters of serious
interest;

•

Inform the community of the Government's operations, including, in particular, the
policies, guidelines and codes of conduct followed by the Government in its dealings with
members of the community;

•

Ensure effective oversight of expenditure of public funds;

•

Allow or assist inquiry into possible deficiencies in the conduct or administration of an
agency or official;

•

Reveal or substantiate that an agency or official has engaged in misconduct or negligent,
improper or unlawful conduct; and/ or

•

Reveal the reason for a government decision and any background or contextual
information that informed the decision.

Importantly, and in the context of this PIA, it is also relevant to consider whether the disclosure of the
information could reasonably be expected to prejudice the protection of a person’s privacy (which is
generally considered to be a factor not in favour of the public interest).

4.3.7.2 Recommendation 19 – Waiver of the privacy principles in the public interest
RECOMMENDATION 19:
Having given regard to Recommendations 13 – 18, ICC to additionally consult with the Queensland
Office of the Information Commissioner (Privacy Commissioner) as regards application under s 157 of
the IP Act 2009 for a waiver in the public interest for the specific elements of personal information
desired to be published via the Hub without contravening the IPPs.
Ground Up has identified the following provisions of the IP Act and/ or exceptions to the disclosure
principle (IPP 11) that apply in relation to some, but not all, of the personal information identified within
the context of the data sets explored in Recommendations 13-18:
•

That IPPs don’t apply to the personal information (s7(a));
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•

That the person concerned has been made aware that such a disclosure would occur (IPP
11(1)(a));

•

That the person concerned has agreed to the disclosure (IPP 11(1)(b)); and/ or

•

That a law of Australia or Queensland requires or authorises the disclosure (IPP 11(1)(d)).

In order to facilitate the objectives of the Hub ICC may, following its consideration of the
recommendations in this PIA report, wish to apply to the Office of the Information Commissioner
(Privacy Commissioner) for a waiver of the privacy principles in the public interest.45 The waiver
application would reflect the exact nature of the departure from the IPPs, the specific personal
information involved, any timeline that applies, matters of the public interest served and other factors
relevant to an application of that type.
ICC may consider that (a) a potential inability to publish data sets including personal information in a
manner uniformly consistent with the IPPs and (b) the perceived reduced usefulness of the data
where personal information is de-identified are, when taken together, impactful to the Hub project in a
manner contrary to the public interest.
For completeness, ICC should consider the extent to which data is rendered less useful where
personal information is de-identified. It may eventuate that the various de-identified data sets are
sufficient to provide both context and meaning to community.
Finally, it is vital for ICC to differentiate between “the public interest” as described in the section above
and “an interested public”. Often, data responsive to “an interested public” is characterised by:
•

The ability to draw inference or innuendo about a person;

•

Attraction of sensational media headlines;

•

Salacious commentary about a person or their conduct (or perceived conduct); and/ or

•

A sense within the community that release of the data is intended to be punitive in some way.

5. Conclusion
Ground Up found that privacy and protection of personal information are relevant and ongoing
considerations for the Hub project. Areas where ICC could strengthen its privacy measures in relation
to the Hub project were discussed at length in this PIA report with additional attention to management
of systemic privacy risk.
When it received the preliminary recommendations (26 June 2020) and draft PIA report (29 June 2020)
in advance of Ground Up finalising this document, ICC was receptive to Ground Up’s recommendations.

45

OIC Webpage: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/annotated-legislation/ip/chapter-4/part-5/157-waiver-ormodification-approval
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Conclusion

Ground Up is pleased to support ICC’s continued progress in meeting privacy objectives in relation to
the Hub.
This report was finalised on 30 June 2020.
This report was authored by Nicole Stephensen, Managing Director and Principal Consultant, Ground
Up Consulting Pty Ltd.
Ground Up | 3/20 Gray Street, Ipswich 4305 | m. 0433 688 118 | e. enquiries@groundupprivacy.com.au
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Documents reviewed

Ipswich City Council Documents
1.

Information from ICC regarding publicly available information for control entities, received via emails
dated 15 June 2020

2.

Information from ICC regarding the OpenGov contracts dashboard, received via emails data 23
June 2020

3.

Information from ICC regarding dataset elements, received via emails data 23 June 2020

4.

Information from ICC regarding ICC’s privacy approached, received via email dated 25 June 2020

5.

Information from ICC regarding privacy notices provided during contracts administration, received
via email dated 26 June 2020

6.

Information from ICC regarding the contact person for the induction process of ICC employees and
councillors, received via email dated 26 June 2020

7.

Information from ICC regarding ICC sources of data, received via email data 27 June 2020

8.

Information from ICC regarding clarification of data elements, received via email dated 28 June
2020

9.

Program Management Office (PMO) Charter, dated 22 April 2020

10. PMO Tools and Templates Webpage Screenshot, received via email dated 26 June 2020
11. Project Management: Administrative Directive
12. Project Management Plan Template
13. Privacy Impact Assessment Template
14. Information and Communications Technology Privacy Impact Assessment Template
15. Privacy Impact Assessment training PowerPoint presentation
16. Information Privacy PowerPoint presentation
17. ICT Concept Brief
18. ICT Project Brief
19. Leadership Charter, May 2020
20. Good Governance Guide
21. Good Governance Policy, dated 25 February 2020
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22. Procurement Policy – July 2016
23. Procurement Policy – 2018-2019
24. Procurement Policy – 2020-2021 (v2)
25. Budget 2012-2013 and Long Term Financial Plan
26. Information Privacy Webpage Screenshot, received via email dated 26 June 2020
27. Information Privacy Policy, dated 28 October 2019
28. Information Systems Security (InfoSec) Policy, dated 10 December 2019
29. Draft TP8 Knowledge Management – Information and Knowledge Management Strategic and
Governance Framework
30. Draft Information Governance Policy
31. Information Risk Assessment Tool (CIA)
32. Data Governance Advisory Group Terms of Reference, dated 21 May 2020
33. Data elements to be published as part of Contracts Data, as at 28 June 2020
Ipswich City Council – Public Documents
34. ICC Publication Scheme, URL: https://www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/about_council/its-yourcouncil/know-your-council/accessing-information/publication-scheme
35. McGrathNicol Report - Ipswich City Properties Pty Ltd: Ipswich CBD Redevelopment – Cost
Analysis, dated 25 March 2019, URL: https://2s3qm73gqhw919gp1j6d3qtl-wpengine.netdnassl.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/mcgrathnicol_icp.pdf
36. ICC Privacy Policy, URL:
https://www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/about_council/corporate_publications/privacy
37. ICC Procurement Policy - 2019-2020 (v1), URL:
https://www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/123320/Ipswich-City-CouncilProcurement-Policy-2019-2020.pdf
38. ICC Personal Information Digest, URL:
https://www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/61720/ICC-Personal-InformationDigest-2016.pdf
Redman Solutions Documents
39. Redman Solutions Responses to Request for Documents, received via emails dated 15 – 16 June
2020
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Documents reviewed

40. Redman Solutions Privacy Policy, URL:
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a98f04c7e3c3adb437e795f/t/5ce3767c3846d600010e06d
6/1558410878976/20190510+-+Redman+Solutions+Privacy+Policy.pdf
41. Privacy, Security and Ethics Information for the ICC Transparency Hub
42. Services Contract between ICC and Redman Solutions, dated 2 June 2020, including Schedule 5:
Response Annexures (Statement of Work)
43. Information from Redman Solutions regarding critical decision points for ICC, received via email
dated 28 June 2020
Queensland Government Documents
44. Ministerial Guidelines: Operation of Publication Schemes and Disclosure Logs, URL:
https://www.rti.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0011/97328/ministerial-guidelines-forpublication-schemes-and-disclosure-logs.DOC
Regulator Documents (OIC and CCC)
45. OIC Guideline: Proactive Disclosure and Publication Schemes, URL:
https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/guidelines/for-government/access-and-amendment/proactivedisclosure/proactive-disclosure-and-publication-schemes
46. OIC Guidelines: Privacy Principles, URL: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/guidelines/forgovernment/guidelines-privacy-principles
47. OIC Guideline: Applying the Legislation – Privacy and De-identification, URL:
https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/38644/guideline-privacy-and-deidentification.pdf
48. OIC Guideline: What is Personal Information, URL: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/guidelines/forgovernment/access-and-amendment/introduction-to-the-acts/what-is-personal-information
49. OIC Guideline: Undertaking a Privacy Impact Assessment, URL:
https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/guidelines/for-government/guidelines-privacy-principles/privacycompliance/overview-privacy-impact-assessment-process/undertaking-a-privacy-impactassessment
50. OIC Guideline: Routine personal work information of public sector employees, URL:
https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/guidelines/for-government/access-and-amendment/processingapplications/routine-personal-work-information-of-public-sector-employees
51. OIC Appendix – Guideline: Dataset publication and risk assessment – Privacy risk assessment
matrix, URL: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/16242/guideline-datasetpublication-and-risk-assessment-appendix-1.pdf
52. OIC: Embed and support a privacy aware culture, URL:
https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/about/news/embed-and-support-a-privacy-aware-culture
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53. OIC: 157 Waiver or modification approval, URL: https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/annotatedlegislation/ip/chapter-4/part-5/157-waiver-or-modification-approval
54. OIC Queensland – Follow-up of Report No.3 of 2017-18: Audit of Ipswich City Council’s
Implementation of Recommendations, dated June 2020
55. CCC Queensland Report – Culture and Corruption Risk in Local Government: Lessons from an
investigation into ICC (Operation Windage), dated August 2018, URL:
https://www.ccc.qld.gov.au/sites/default/files/Docs/Publications/CCC/Culture-and-corruption-risksin-local-government-Lessons-from-Ipswich-City-Council-Operation-Windage-Report-2018.pdf
56. CCC Webpage: Allegations of corruption related to the Ipswich City Council (Operation Windage),
URL: https://www.ccc.qld.gov.au/corruption/outcome/allegations-corruption-related-ipswich-citycouncil-operation-windage
Other Documents
57. OpenGov Privacy Policy, URL: https://opengov.com/privacy-policy
58. Amazon Web Services ‘Our Controls’ Webpage, URL: https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/datacenter/controls/
59. Ipswich First Article: Council seeks experts to set up platform for transparency and integrity hub,
URL: https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/council-seeks-experts-to-set-up-platform-for-transparencyand-integrity-hub/
60. Ipswich First Article: Mayor explains reasoning behind transparency and integrity hub, URL:
https://www.ipswichfirst.com.au/mayor-explains-reasoning-behind-transparency-and-integrity-hub/
61. Cavoukian, A. Privacy by Design - The 7 Foundational Principles, dated January 2011, URL:
https://iapp.org/media/pdf/resource_center/pbd_implement_7found_principles.pdf
62. CSIRO: The De-Identification Decision-Making Framework, dated 18 September 2017, URL:
https://publications.csiro.au/rpr/download?pid=csiro:EP173122&dsid=DS3
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Appendix B – List of Meetings Held46
Types/ Key Meeting Points47

Meeting Date

Attendees

8 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up

VM/ Pre-engagement meeting

CIO, ICC
Hub project team, ICC
Project Lead, Redman
Solutions
11 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up

TC/ PIA commencement

CIO, ICC
11 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
Project Lead, Redman
Solutions

11 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
Principal Privacy Officer, OIC

12 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
CIO, ICC

15 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
Hub project team, ICC

VM/ Hub structure – ICC/ OpenGov/ Hub
interface

TC/ Awareness of PIA commencement;
application of the def’n of “personal
information”; s 157 process
VM/ Hub project team imperatives, personal
information vs. other types of data, ICC
governance
TC/ Understanding the data, generally
available publications

Treasury Officer, ICC
18 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
Principal Privacy Officer, OIC

18 June 2020

18 June 2020

TC/ PIA progress update; Ground Up lines of
inquiry; IP Act 2009 – observations on s7, s33,
IPP 11(1)(a)

Principal, Ground Up

TC/ Governance

CIO, ICC

TC/ Update on Hub project team

Principal, Ground Up

VM/ Observe data organisation; observe
staging

Hub project team, ICC

TC/ Understand the data – re: councillorrelated expenditures
18 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
CIO, ICC

TC/ PIA progress – early recommendations
forming

46

Phone calls between Ground Up and ICC (Hub project team and other ICC officers) and/ or Redman Solutions
relating to matters of clarification, organising meetings or following up on requests are excluded from this listing

47

VM = virtual meeting, TC = telephone call, M = in person meeting
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Types/ Key Meeting Points47

Meeting Date

Attendees

19 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
Project team, Redman
Solutions

23 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
Hub project team, ICC

23 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
CIO, ICC

25 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
Governance Manager, ICC

25 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
PMO, ICC

25 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
RTI and Privacy Officer

26 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
Principal Privacy Officer, OIC

29 June 2020

Principal, Ground Up
Executive Leadership Team

2 July 2020

VM/ OpenGov; observe planned process –
staging and upload

M/ ICC databases – where the data gleaned
from; confirm major data sets; tasks to support
PIA
M/ PIA progress, DGAG imperatives, program
of work re: governance
TC/ Privacy in project management; DGAG
role; other PIAs conducted by ICC – role of
governance team; RTI proactive discl
opportunity
TC/ PTA review by PMO; role of ICT steering
cte re: ICT and data projects; project
governance; Leadership Charter
TC/ role of RTI and Privacy Officer;
involvement in privacy strategy and risk mgt;
PIA process at ICC; privacy training capacity
TC/ PIA progress update; operation of Privacy
Act 1988 in Qld agencies for certain types of
personal information; s 157 – “public interest”
vs “interested public”
VM/ Ground Up present draft PIA report
recommendations
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Appendix C – OIC Guideline: dataset publication and risk
assessment matrix48
This decision-making matrix is taken from OIC documentation that assists agencies in making decisions
about the publication of de-identified data:

48

https://www.oic.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/16242/guideline-dataset-publication-and-riskassessment-appendix-1.pdf
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Managing Director and Principal Consultant
Nicole Stephensen offers expert privacy advisory and capacity building
services across all our project streams. Her trusted approach to strategic
privacy uplift is a cornerstone for Ground Up’s program of work.
A globally recognised privacy leader with two decades in public policy,
regulatory and industry forums, Nicole founded Ground Up in 2011.
Nicole holds the pro bono role of Executive Director, Privacy and Data
Protection at the Internet of Things Security Institute and is the specialist
Advisory Board Member for privacy at the Centre for Data Leadership (an
initiative of the Smart Cities Council Australia New Zealand).
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Senior Consultant and Knowledge Director
David Tulacz provides expert consulting services across all of our project
streams. His work extends from strategic and operational privacy advice,
to privacy impact assessments, to privacy by design (PbD) in the
development and deployment of technologies.
As an experienced multi-jurisdictional Chief Privacy Officer, David brings
a considered and pragmatic approach to each client interaction.
David is also Ground Up’s Knowledge Director. He coordinates our
external training calendar for government, industry and not-for-profit
sectors, including delivery of our International Association of Privacy
Professionals (IAPP) Certification Training (offered in official partnership
with the IAPP).

Della Weier examines local, national and international privacy legislation,
scholarship, best practice frameworks, issues and trends, with a primary
focus on privacy for education and local government sectors.
Her background in forensic accounting brings precision and unique insight
to the team.
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Ground Up Consulting Pty Ltd
3/ 20 Gray Street, Ipswich QLD 4035, Australia
PH: 0433 688 118
E: enquiries@groundupprivacy.com.au
W: www.groundupprivacy.com.au

